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Abstract

With the assent of the President on 29th August 2013 to

The Companies Act 2013 (“The Act”), India became the

second1 country to mandate spending on Corporate

Social Responsibility (CSR) activities through a statutory

provision.  Even though reporting of CSR activities is

mandatory in countries such as Sweden, Norway, the

Netherlands, Denmark, France and Australia, no country,

except Mauritius and India has mandated spending on CSR

activities.  When rest of the world is adopting “voluntary”

approach to CSR, the approach of mandating CSR raises

question as to whether mandating spend on CSR is a good

or a bad proposal.  The paper traces the history of CSR,

arguments of voluntary versus mandated CSR and

establishes that the mandatory approach is appropriate

to the Indian condition, at least as of now.  The role of

the government in either encouraging the spirit of
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responsibility or dampen the spirit of CSR, which is

fundamentally an inspirational exercise, is discussed.

Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility, CSR, Voluntary

versus mandatory, Company Act, 2013, Critique.

Introduction

There is a growing concern in the wake of financial crises,

rising consumer and employee safety concerns and natural

disasters publicly linked to corporations.  Even thirty

years after the Bhopal Gas Tragedy2, the question of the

responsibility of the corporate, in ensuring the safety

of the people while pursuing profits remains unanswered

(Correspondent, The Hindu, 2014).  The terrorist attacks in

the US on September 11, 2001 have also added urgency

of the calls for greater attention to Corporate Social

Responsibility (CSR), with businesspeople seemingly now

more attuned to global inequalities.  One indication is a

survey of 264 “Fortune 1000” company CEOs which found

that 52% believed that corporations acting responsibly

to communities around the world can ebb the support of

terrorist groups.  Crass materialism, and lack of social

justice, has induced hundreds of youths, especially from

the West, to deadly creeds such as the Islamic State of Iraq

and Syria (ISIS) (Ganguli, 2014).

The assessment of business performance is increasingly

moving beyond the conventionally accepted measures of

shareholder value and profits per share.  Businesses, across

industries and markets, are being evaluated on their

sustainability on triple dimensions of economic prosperity,

environmental quality and social justice (Elkington, 1999),
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(Kambewa, Ingenbleek, & Tilburg, 2008), (Cokins, 2009),

(Sahoo, 2013). Equity and inclusion have become equally

important consideration for sustainability along with

profit and environmental quality.  35% of the companies

registered with BSE / NSE voluntarily report on sustainability

based on Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability

Reporting Guidelines (Sahoo, 2013).

As stated in the Human Development Report 2011,

sustainability is inextricably linked to the basic questions

of equity – that is of fairness of social justice and of greater

access to a better quality of life (Klugman, 2011).

Therefore, the debate is no more of “should corporate be

involved in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)” but

“how?” While Western countries, such as United States of

America, have adopted voluntary approach to CSR, India has

taken a decisively different stand of mandating CSR spends

by the corporates. With the assent of the President on 29th

August 2013 to The Companies Act 2013, India became the

first (sic) country1 to mandate spend on CSR activities

through a statutory provision (KPMG, 2013).

Is this approach of mandating rather than voluntary action

appropriate? Will this approach of mandating CSR yield

the desired results? This conceptual paper is an attempt at

addressing these questions.

This paper is organized as follows: Firstly, the history

and genesis of CSR is established. Secondly, it is established

that the question is not that of whether corporate

should be engaged in CSR but the question is how. Thirdly,
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the arguments of voluntary versus mandated CSR are

highlighted.  The larger question of role of the government

in encouraging CSR is then discussed.  Fourthly, the

provisions of The Companies Act, 2013 are highlighted. The

paper concludes with remarks on the mandated versus

voluntary nature of CSR. As the first step, a study of

evolution of CSR in the West and in India is undertaken.

Evolution of Corporate Responsibility in the West

Corporate social responsibility has a long history in the West.

Visionary business leaders such as George Cadbury built

factory towns such as Bourneville in the year 1879 A.D. to

provide workers with housing and other amenities when

many parts of newly industrialized cities were slums (Smith,

2003).  Unfortunately, these were exceptions rather than a

rule.  Moreover, this was paternalistic capitalism wishing

to promote moral virtues among the workers.  None the

less, they supported the fundamental idea that business

corporations have an obligation to work for social

betterment (Frederick, 1994).

The term Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) was

first mentioned in 1953 in the publication “Social

Responsibilities of the Businessman” by Howard R Bowen.

Historically, there have been periods of heightened

interest in CSR in the past, such as the late 1960s and the

early ‘70s.  At that time, business organisations such as

The Conference Board in the US and the Confederation of

British Industries in the U.K. issued calls for business to give

greater attention to CSR (Smith, 2003). Interestingly, it was

in the year 1970 that Milton Friedman wrote the article “The
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Social Responsibility of Business is to increase its profits”

which declared that social responsibility of business is to

maximise the profit (Friedman, 1970 ).

Corporate Responsibility has become an important means

of addressing the fundamental problem with

contemporary globalisation - a system of global governance

without global government (Michael Blowfield, 2011).

Business’ relationship with society has changed

with globalization, the phenomenon that affected social,

political, economic and business life since the 1980s.

Corporate Responsibility has become an important

means of addressing the fundamental problem with

contemporary globalisation – a system of global governance

without global government (Michael Blowfield, 2011).

The early 2000s became preoccupied with the Enron era of

scandals, and these headlined the news until 2008, when

Wall Street scandals era began wreaking havoc all over the

globe. The business community became fascinated with a

notion of sustainability, or sustainable development, and

this theme became an integral part of all CSR discussions

(Carroll & Shabana, 2010).

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in India

Corporate Social Responsibility is not a new idea, especially

in India.  Indian CSR has an organic evolution from within

its own history and culture which sets it apart from that in

the West (Sundar, 2013).  Based on ancient Hindu texts and

contemporary ethnography, Dumont argues that one of the

fundamental characteristics of the Hindu society was that
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economic and political domain (artha) was subordinate to

the moral exigencies of a higher order (dharma). This

hierarchy of principles was thought to inform the ideology

of Indian Society as a whole (Vidal, 2006).

Philanthropy in India is ingrained in culture and tradition.

The concept of dana or ‘giving gifts’ can be traced to rgveda

and has evolved to astonishing degree of details as

also finesse over the centuries.  The concept first appears

in Rgveda (1.125.6) as dakshina or sacrificial fee3 to be paid

to the priests.  Annadana or giving food to the hungry has

been extolled there highly (10.117).  Dana may be nitya

(obligatory daily duty), naimittika (occasional), kamya

(desire-motivated) or vimala (pure).  One can give gift only

from what one has earned by right means and one should

never give beyond one’s means and capacity4. The

dharmashastras vehemently oppose the gifts made by

person who has amassed wealth by unrighteous means.

The receiver should never accept them if he knows about

it! (Harshananda, 2008).  Instances of merchant charity

towards building of places of worship and rest houses can

be traced back to the Gupta period wherein the record

of the dana would be permanent, signed and sealed edict

referring to the lineage of the donor, the identity of the

recipient, the extent and characteristic of the land gifted

are evident from the copper plates and stone inscriptions

from the Gupta period (Thapar, 1978).

Over the years it is seen that the old industrial families and

houses recognize that their wealth creation would not have

been possible without the contributions of countless
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others, and they have given back to the larger society by

addressing various issues, such as education, healthcare and

the environment.  Sir Ratan Tata Trust, established in 1919,

is one of India’s oldest philanthropic organizations. Recently,

the Azim Premji Foundation received $2 billion from its

founder, the single-largest philanthropic gift in India.

India’s earliest philanthropists pioneered the concept of

building wealth for the public good. Jamsetji Nusserwanji

Tata (J N Tata), the founder of the Tata group, was on a

par with his contemporaries Joseph Rowntree and

Andrew Carnegie. He was one of a number of Indian

business leaders who reflected on the responsibility of

wealth and engaged in philanthropy in the early days of

industrialization (Mathieu Cantegreil, 2013). J N Tata

wrote in 1902, to his son Dorab, describing his vision of the

steel town: “Be sure to lay wide streets with shady trees,

every other of a quick growing variety.  Be sure that there is

plenty of space for lawns and gardens.  Reserve large

areas for football, hockey, and parks.  Earmark areas for

Hindu temples, Mohammedan mosques and Christian

churches” (Lala, 1992)

With the passage of time, and due to colonization, India

lost its value systems (Durant, 2007).  Globalization and

excessive thrust on market fundamentalism has

exasperated inequity in India.  Although there are claims

that inequality has decreased in the post-liberalization

period in India, careful analysis of data shows that these

views are mostly unsubstantiated. Comparable estimates

of the 50th (1993-1994) and 55th (1999-2000) rounds of
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National Sample Survey data reveal that inequality increased

both in rural and urban India (Parthapratim Pal, 2007).

India’s tryst with institutionalized CSR began with

voluntary guidelines by the industry groups. In late 2009,

Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) proposed ground-

breaking CSR guidelines in what is deemed as the first

concrete attempt to recognize CSR from a regulatory

standpoint. But there is very little indication of the

wide spread adoption of guidelines voluntarily by the

Indian businesses (See Annex 1).

This led to mandating corporates to spend on CSR through

the enactment of the Company Act, 2013 (“The Act”) on 29th

August 2013.

CSR as an Integrative Approach

The European Commission has indicated that the various

stakeholders held different opinions about CSR

(Commission of the European Communities, 2nd July 2002):

� Enterprises stressed the voluntary nature of CSR, its

integration in the sustainable development context

and that its content should be developed at global

level. Enterprises emphasized there would not be

“one-size-fits-all” solutions. In the view of businesses,

attempts to regulate CSR at European Union (EU)

level would be counterproductive, because this would

stifle creativity and innovation among enterprises which

drive the successful development of CSR, and could lead

to conflicting priorities for enterpriszes operating in

different geographical areas;
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� Trade unions and civil society organizations emphasized

that voluntary initiatives are not sufficient to protect

rights of workers’ and citizens’. They advocated for a

regulatory framework establishing minimum standards

and ensuring a level playing field. They also insisted

that in order to be credible, CSR practices could not be

developed, implemented and evaluated unilaterally by

businesses, but rather with the involvement of relevant

stakeholders. They also asked for effective mechanisms

to ensure a company’s accountability for its social and

environmental impact;

� Investors stressed the need to improve disclosure

and transparency of companies’ practices, rating

agencies’ methodology and investment management

of SRI (socially responsible investment) funds and

pension funds;

� Consumers’ organisations underlined the importance

of trustworthy and complete information about the

ethical, social and environmental conditions in which

goods and services are produced and traded to guide

them in their purchase choices;

(Italicised by the author for emphasis)

It is clear that different stakeholders prefer different

approaches and safeguard of their interests.  The stakeholder

approach to CSR under the integrative approach requires

that the interest of the various stakeholders must be

balanced. It is another matter that ultimately, in the West

the consultative process led to the adoption of a definition

of CSR which preferred a voluntary approach.
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“CSR is not at all about giving money for a cause. It is

working along with the government to ensure community

welfare and help bring positive changes in the lives of

people”

– J P Haran, Managing Director, Tata Consulting Engineers

Source: (Express News Service, 2014)

The integrative approach to CSR has been very effective in

the Tata Sons Limited.  In the year 1970, a special resolution

was passed that included Clause 3A in the Article of

Association: “…promotion and growth of national economy

through increased productivity….The company shall

be mindful of its social and moral responsibilities to

consumers, employees, shareholders, society and the local

community”.  Historically, the Clause 3A is very relevant

because it was in the same year (1970) that Milton

Friedman pronounced through his article in The New York

Times that “The only social responsibility of business is

to make profit”.  The event is, therefore, extremely

momentous, as it clearly brought to the forefront, the value

orientation of two extremes (Chatterji, 2011).

Should CSR be Voluntary or Mandated by the

Government?

A plethora of definition, codes of conduct and CSR

principles have arisen, most intended to be adopted

voluntarily by the companies (Afra Afsharipour, 2014).  For

example, consider the definition of CSR by the Government

of Canada: “Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is defined

as the voluntary activities undertaken by a company to
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operate in an economic, social and environmentally

sustainable manner” (Foreign Affairs, Trade and

Development Canada, 2014). The European Commission

defines CSR as “a concept whereby companies integrate

social and environmental concerns in their business

operations and in their interaction with their stakeholders

on a voluntary basis” (Commission of the European

Communities, 2nd July 2002). RESET.org defines CSR as

“The voluntary compliance of social and ecological

responsibilities of companies is called Corporate Social

Responsibility” (RESET.org, 2014).

The voluntary World Council for Business Sustainable

Development (WBCSD) defines CSR as “Corporate social

responsibility is the continuing commitment by business to

behave ethically and contribute to economic development

while improving the quality of life of the workforce and

their families as well as of the local community and society

at large.” (WBCSD Stakeholder Dialogue on CSR, The

Netherlands, Sept 6-8, 1998) (Phil Watts, 2000).

Very interestingly, Ministry of Corporate Affairs defines CSR

as “Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) means and includes

but is not limited to (i) Projects and programs relating to

activities specified in Schedule VII to the act; or, (ii) Projects

or programs relating to activities undertaken by the board

of directors (Board) in pursuance of recommendation of

the CSR Committee of the Board as per CSR Policy of the

company subject to the condition that such policies will

cover subjects enumerated in the Schedule VII of the Act”

(Ministry of Corporate Affairs, 2013).
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This brings us to important question about the voluntary

nature of CSR: Is CSR truly voluntary? Or, is it the result

of variety of social, economic and economic pressures on

the corporates? In which case, is government, as a

representative of the people, justified in mandating

“voluntary” action, though this certainly sounds

self-contradictory!

Consider the argument in the article by RESET on CSR

wherein it is mentioned:

“Over the last years an increasing number of companies

worldwide started promoting their Corporate Social

Responsibility strategies because the customers, the

public and the investors expect them to act sustainable as

well as responsible. In most cases CSR is a result of a variety

of social, environmental and economic pressures.”

It is clear that most businessmen save and except the

socially enlightened few, take to CSR as a result of external

pressure!

From the various definition of CSR can be seen that most of

the Western countries have preferred to go on voluntary

approach to CSR.  India has significantly deviated from

this approach and decided to try out a mandated path. Is the

government of India right in taking an approach of

mandated CSR?

To address the question substantially, it is necessary to delve

into the role of the state, government and responsibilities

and authority of the government in pursuing CSR.  It is then
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necessary to delve into motives for adoption of CSR by the

companies and integrate the two thoughts.

The Role of the State in Pursuing CSR

The state is a concept which is inclusive of concept of the

government5.   The state is the most universal and most

powerful of all social institutions.  Wherever human beings

have lived for together for any length of time, there we find

organisation and authority.  And where we find organiza-

tion and authority, we find the nucleus of the state. The

state is an association which, acting through law as promul-

gated by a government endowed to this end with coercive

power, maintains within a community territorially demar-

cated the universal external conditions of social order.

Physical             coercion, therefore, is an integral element of

the state to coerce the unsociable and recalcitrant will.

Force, as used in this connection, does not mean mere physi-

cal or brute force.  It means force plus reasons, which to-

gether means authority (Eddy Asirvatham, 2013).

The proper sphere of state action, that is, what the state is

expected to do and what the business / citizens should

do is dependent upon the classification of the state.  A state

could be a welfare state or otherwise (Police state).  A

welfare state is concerned with general happiness of

the population, maintenance of order, progress, social

service and justice. The state (read, government) has a

responsibility to adopt policies that help companies grow

but also ensure that the growth is shared more equitably

(Stiglitz, Globalization and its discontents, 2002).  Stiglitz

(2002) writes,
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“I had studied the failures of both markets and government,

and was not so naïve as to think that government could

remedy every market failure.  Neither was I so foolish as to

believe that markets by themselves solved every societal

problem.  Inequality, unemployment, pollution; these were

all issues in which government had to take an important

role” (italics as in original).

It is clear that a welfare state has an important role in

encouraging and implementing CSR. India, as per article

38 of the constitution, is a welfare state (Constituent

Assembly, 2007) and, therefore, has a duty and right to

legislate CSR.

Motives for the Corporates to Adopt CSR

The motivation behind corporate philanthropy is twofold:

Ethical and enlightened self-interest (Phil Watts, 2000).

While some of the companies such Daniel Salt and Sons

in Bradford might have contributed to CSR more out of

free will, the others have resorted to CSR more out of fear

of government intervention  in private decision-making or

the simple need to comply with social legislation in order

to be a law-abiding citizen (Frederick, 1994).  It is also

possible that Salt and other philanthropic industrialists

were motivated by enlightened self-interest.  Indeed, some

have asked: “Was Salt’s paternalism (consciously or not)

ultimately a device for securing a compliant, captive

workforce which could be indoctrinated into disciplined

behavior that ensured continued profits?” (Smith, 2003).
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Surprisingly, though it appears that intellectuals like the

Noble Laureate Milton Friedman inveighed against the very

idea of CSR as being fundamentally subversive of capitalist

system, a more careful reading of his work indicates that he

was supportive of CSR as an “Instrumental Value”6.

Consider the following Excerpt from the work of Milton

Friedman:

“….it may well be in the long-run interest of a corporation

that is major employer in a small community to devote

resources to provide amenities to that community or to

improving its governance.  That may make it easier to

attract desirable employees, it may reduce the wage bill or

lessen losses from pilferage and sabotage or have other

worthwhile effects.  …It would be inconsistent of me to call

on corporate executives to refrain from this hypothetical

window-dressing because it harms the foundations of a free

society”.

Milton Friedman claimed that “there is one and only one

social responsibility of business – to use its resources and

engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long

as it stays within the rules of the game, which is to say,

engage in open and free competition, without deception or

fraud” (Friedman, 1970 ).

Thomas Mulligan and Sumantra Ghoshal have criticized such

an approach. In response to the arguments of Friedman,

Thomas Muligan has demonstrated that business has

responsibilities beyond the fiduciary responsibility to

the shareholders and that the arguments of Friedman are

flawed (Mulligan, 1986). (Though it is interesting and
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educative to follow the arguments of Mulligan, the same

is not repeated here; interested readers can refer to

Mulligan’s 1986 paper, “A critique of Milton Friedman’s

essay ‘The Social Responsibility of Business is to increase

its Profits’”) (Mulligan, 1986).

Ghoshal writes that theories such as the ones propounded

by Friedman are explicit denial of any role of moral or

ethical consideration in the practice of management.

He quotes Friedman: “Few trends could so thoroughly

undermine the very foundation of our free society as the

acceptance by corporate officials of a social responsibility

other than to make as much money for their stakeholders

as possible” (Ghoshal, 2005)7. Friedman’s statement is “a

dim observation by a brilliant man”, borrowing a sound

byte from Todd Buchholtz commenting on Richard Posner’s

claim that justice is important only because it leads to

avoidance of waste (Ghoshal, 2005). Commerce (business)

without morality (ethics) is one of the seven deadly sins

according to Mahatma Gandhi (Covey, 1990).

In spite of all the arguments to the contrary, it is seen

that there is abroad consensus in the West that CSR has a

business-driven approach (Laura Albareda, 2008).

This brings us to important question about the voluntary

nature of CSR: Is CSR truly voluntary? Or, is it the result

of variety of social, economic and economic pressures

on the corporates? In which case, is government,

as a representative of the people, justified in mandating

“voluntary” action, though this certainly sounds

self-contradictory!
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Why Mandate the CSR Spend?

As already indicated, consider the argument in the article

by RESET on CSR, wherein it is mentioned,

“Over the last years an increasing number of companies

worldwide started promoting their Corporate Social

Responsibility strategies because the customers, the

public and the investors expect them to act sustainable as

well as responsible. In most cases CSR is a result of a variety

of social, environmental and economic pressures.”

(RESET.org, 2014).

It is clear that most businessmen save and except the

socially enlightened few, take to CSR as a result of external

pressure!

Laura (2008) and others observe that public policies are key

to encouraging a greater sense of CSR. In studying the CSR

initiatives and public policies in three European countries,

namely, Italy, Norway and the United Kingdom, they

observe that divergence of approaches of the various

countries are based on the previous cultural and political

framework, such as the welfare state typology,

the organizational structures, and the business and social

background in each country (Laura Albareda, 2008).   An

important cultural aspect in India which would offer

ideological and philosophical obstruction to acceptance

of mandating CSR spends and reporting of the same is that

the principle of giving or daan has an interesting insight:

the donor must detach himself from the donation and

his attachment to the subject and, so, is not expected to

monitor its outcome (See also End Note 4).
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In these days of individualism and market fundamentalism,

it is natural that people expect that legislation must be

minimized and voluntary actions must be encouraged.  Even

though business people would prefer no mandating of CSR

on the corporates, it is an observed fact that many times, in

the absence of legislation and enforcement, people do not

behave the way they are expected to behave.  Stiglitz (2010),

a Noble laureate, writes:

“The model of rugged individualism combined with market

fundamentalism has altered not just how individuals

think of themselves and their preferences but how they

relate to each other.  In a world of rugged individualism,

there is a little need for community and no need for

trust.  Government is a hindrance; it is a problem, not the

solution.  But if externalities and market failures are

pervasive, there is a need for collective action, and

voluntary actions will not typically suffice (simply because

there is no enforcement, no way to make sure that people

behave the way they should behave”) (Stiglitz, Free

Fall - The Free Markets and the Sinking of the Global

Economy, 2010).

Perusal of Annex 1 to this paper will demonstrate

amply that most of the top hundred companies in India

fell short of CSR spend while comparison is made

between the actual spend on CSR (while CSR spend

was discretionary or voluntary) and 2% of Profit After

Tax (PAT).  With leaders, save and except a few exceptions,

behaving in this way, what could be expected of the

others?8 (Malhotra, 2010).
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CSR is a proactive process of business and not a one-time

philanthropic activity (Chatterji, 2011).

In answering the question as why the CSR should be

prescriptive and not voluntary, it a common knowledge

that philanthropy will normally result in supporting

religious activities (for example, Birla’s are known for

building temples in India) (these temples are popularly

known as “Birla Temples” (Singh, 2010) and may not

necessarily by the name of the deity in whose honour the

temple was built!).  Such activities do not build the wealth

creating assets (meaning better health and education,

gender parity etc.). CSR is a proactive process of business

and not a one-time philanthropic activity (Chatterji, 2011).

Thus, it is desirable that prescriptive model, which indicates

which activities qualify as CSR activity, are desired,

especially in countries like India where there is lot of work

to be carried out. Institutionalized philanthropy will not

depend on individual preferences and a prescriptive model

will be better than a voluntary one.

Is CSR an Effort by the Government to Abdicate its

Responsibility?

A question that can be legitimately raised is, should it

not be the responsibility of the government to address the

problem of inequality and why should this responsibility

be thrust on the corporates? Several experts criticise

mandating of the CSR by the government as they believe

that the welfare of the people is the responsibility of

the government for which it collects taxes and hence

mandating CSR spend is an extra burden which is

unjustified (Pandey, 2013).
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Is the Indian state justified in asking corporates

to spend 2% profit on CSR?

State has the responsibility of taking care of its

population.  As per World Bank survey in 2009, 68.8% of

Indians lived on less than $2 per day (The World Bank,

2014). Obviously, there is huge work on hand of helping

the disadvantaged people.  The process of liberalisation

and globalisation has exasperated the inequality between

the haves and have-nots9.

Since a large amount of resources is required to set right

this problem, the state is within its right to seek the

resources from its population, notably, the profit making

business section.  Since resources do not mean just money

but also skills and talents, the state of India is justified in

asking the corporates to spend 2% of the profit on CSR

and not just collect it as a tax. This should answer the

popular  argument by the intellects speaking on behalf of

recalcitrant businessmen who are “willing to pay an

additional tax but would like to be left alone”.

For elaboration on objections based on corruption

and inefficiency in the government, see section on

“Argument of corruption against mandating of CSR

spending” in this paper.

In this conservative view, the concept that economics

is about efficiency and, issues of equity (which, like

beauty, so often lies in eyes of the beholder) should be left

to politics.  Today, the intellectual defence of market

fundamentalism has largely disappeared (Stiglitz, Making
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Globalization Work, 2006).  Globalization has exposed

developing countries such as India to more risks, but

markets to insure against these risks are notably absent.  In

more advanced countries, governments fill in the gap by

providing pensions for senior citizens, disability payments,

health insurance, welfare, and unemployment insurance.

But in developing countries, governments are typically too

poor to insure social insurance programs. What little money

they have is more likely to be spent on basic education and

health, and on building infrastructure (Stiglitz, Making

Globalization Work, 2006).  Thus, though mandating CSR

appears like the government is abdicating its responsibility

by asking corporates to chip in nation building, it is well

within its proper sphere of state action to mandate CSR

spend. In more developed countries, it is natural that the

CSR spend is left to the discretion of the corporate as the

governments have enough resources to take care of the

societal issues.

Argument of Corruption against Mandating of CSR

Spending

An argument that finds popular gallery is that the

government is corrupt and, that had it spent its money

properly, it never had to ask corporates to take up societal

activities which are essentially the responsibility of the

state.  Late Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi once famously

estimated that only 15% of benefits disbursed by the

government of India actually reach the poor (Sandip

Sukhtankar, 2014). The argument finds further traction when

one takes cognizance of the corruption perception index
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published by the agency, Transparency International (TI).  In

the Corruption Perceptions Index 2014, India stood in

the 85th rank (Transparency International, 2014). When

we look at the Corruption Perceptions Indices of

developed and developing countries (See Figure 1, for

illustration), it will be clear that there is a correlation

between reduction of corruption and development, though

there can be other

Figure 1: Corruption Perceptions Index and Rank - 2014

contributing socio-cultural issues.  W ithout delving

much on the issue of corruption, as it is not the focus of

the paper, it is suffice to appreciate that we live in an

imperfect world and the nexus between corruption and

underdevelopment has to be accepted.  It is better that

we initiate action without waiting for things to become

perfect (Michael Blowfield, 2011).  After all, if everything

were to be perfect, equity would never have been issue.

So, the state, in this case Indian state, can exercise its right

call for resources to meet the developmental goals of
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attaining equity amongst its population. The government

on its part must work on its agenda of “Maximum

governance, minimum government”, to retain its legitimacy

and authority.

Some of the Salient Features of the Companies Act

2013

It is not the intent to reproduce the Act or go through the

legal implications of the same in this paper; reference can

be made to papers by subject experts for the same; see for

example, “Corporate Social responsibility Act: Provisions in

the Companies Act 2013” (Baneerjee, 2014).  Industry

Associations, such as Confederation of Indian Industry (CII),

have also come up with Handbooks for the purpose in

association with consultants; See for example, “Handbook

on Corporate Social Responsibility in India” (Price water

house coopers Private Limited, 2013). Only salient features

are referred to in this paper for the sake of completeness of

treatment.

 The Companies Act 2013 (“The Act”) is designed to protect

the investors and stakeholders of Indian Inc. and boost

social development work via mandated corporate social

responsibility provision.  Section 135 (1) of The Act requires

that “Every company having net worth of rupees five

hundred crores or more, or turnover of rupees one

thousand crore or more or a net profit of rupees five crore

or more during any financial shall constitute a Corporate

Social Responsibility Committee of the Board of three or

more directors, out of which at least one of them shall be an
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independent director.”  Further, Section 135 (5) mandates

that “The Board of every company referred to in Section

135 (1), shall ensure that the company spends, in every

financial year, at least two per cent of the net profits made

by the company during the three preceding financial

years..”  (Ministry of Corporate Affairs, 2013) (Italicised by

the author for emphasis).

According to Schedule VII of The Companies Act 2013,

the following activities may be included under CSR 1)

eradicating extreme poverty 2) promotion of education 3)

promoting gender equality 4) reducing child mortality

and improving maternal health 5) combating human

immunodeficiency 6) ensuring environmental stability 7)

employment enhancing vocational skills 8) social business

projects 9) contribution to prime Minister’s National Relief

Fund for socioeconomic and relief and funds for the

welfare of the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, and other

backward classes, minorities and women and 10) such other

matters as may be prescribed  (Ministry of Corporate

Affairs, 2013).

Gazette Extraordinary, Regd. No. D.L.-33004/99, dated

February 28, 2014 gives clarification as to what constitutes

and what does not constitute CSR activity.  For example,

Projects that benefit only the employees shall not be

considered as CSR activity. Donations to political parties

shall not be considered as CSR activity. A company may

collaborate with other companies for undertaking a

project provided they are in a position to report separately

on such projects (Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Government
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of India, 2014, February 28).   The last cited clarification on

collboarating CSR efforts is especially relevant to Small

and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) which may also fall into

the bracket of eligible companies as the condition of

Rs 5 crore of profit averaged over the last three years is

easily  triggered in many of the SMEs.

Discussions

One defining aspect of CSR as it is generally perceived

in the West is that it refers to corporate action that is

voluntary and self-regulatory.  In India, the debate and

action by the government has taken decisively different

turn by mandating the CSR spend.

While there are rational arguments on either side of

the fence, that is, should CSR be voluntary or mandated,

the point that emerges from the analysis in the preceding

paragraphs is that this question is not a simple yes or no.

It defies the binary logic and is tempered by the

socio-economic conditions prevailing in a country.  Under

the prevailing condition of huge inequality (68.8% of

Indians living on less than $2 per day) and limited

resources at the disposal of the government of India

and not demonstrable corporate responsibility by the

corporates (India Inc. only spent only 0.6% of its GDP, which

accounts to about $5 billion while United States of America

spent about 2% of its GDP, equivalent to $300 billion on

corporate oriented social welfare) (Anupam Singh, 2014), it

was perhaps wise to mandate CSR spend in India.
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The economic effect of the disclosure regulations appear to

be positive based on a study conducted using data from

four countries namely, China, Denmark, Malaysia, and South

Africa (Ioannis Ioannou, 2014).

While The Act focuses on what is to be done with profit

after they are made, sustainability is factoring social and

environmental impacts of conducting business, that is, how

profits are made (Pricewaterhousecoopers Private Limited,

2013). So, it is important that the idea of sustainability is

built into the strategic approach to business.

Government, on its part has to build credibility so that

corporates and civil society will not be criticising the

mandatory approach based on the argument of corruption

and mal-administration (recollect the famous statement of

“only 15% of benefits disbursed by the government of India

actually reach the poor”).

With changing times and conditions, this mandated

approach could also be reviewed and may be Indian

Corporate will then be mature enough to handle CSR

voluntarily.  Introduction of Liberalisation, Privatisation

and Globalisation policy by the government in 1990s

has shown that even “Licence Raj” can be replaced with

liberal Rajs!

Concluding Remarks

The question of whether CSR should be voluntary or

mandated is not really valid.  Eternal vigilance is the price of

freedom and those who do not use the power responsibly

will lose it – this is termed the “Iron Law of responsibility”.
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In the words of Davis, “Whoever does not use his social

power responsibly will lose it.  In the long run, those

who do not use power in a manner which society considers

responsible will tend to lose it because other groups will

eventually step in to assume those responsibilities”

(Elisabet Garriga, 2009).

It is in the nature of human beings and business men in

particular to seek “What is in it for me” while any thing is to

be taken up.  Most people are inveterate consequentialists.

So, it is the business case which will hold the interests

of the business men.  The business case refers to the

arguments or rationale supporting or documenting why

the business community should accept and advance the

CSR “cause” (Carroll & Shabana, 2010). So, research should

document the benefits that would accrue to business when

they take up CSR.

Company Act 2013 has been brought into force on 1st April

2014.  Since it has been only nine months (between

April and December 2014), the actual implementation of

CSR in India vis-à-vis aspiration is yet to be studied and

this allows for new avenues for research in this field.  What

cannot be measured cannot be improved.  The team of

Forbes India wanted to gather data on how much listed firms

are spending on CSR currently.  As can be expected, it turned

out to be the most difficult exercises.  Most companies

didn’t report prior to the legislation of the Act because they

were not required to do so by law (Mitu Jayashankar, 2013,

March 18). This should give lie to the voluntary argument of

CSR, at least as of now.
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Reporting of data regarding the mandated spend and

the actual spend (see Annexure 2 for reporting format)

will provide quantitative data in the years to come. The

normal and valid apprehension of the return of “Inspection

Raj” is to be dealt by the government and the corporates

alike. There is no point in throwing the baby along with the

bath water.

Though there were ambitious estimates of the amount of

money that would spent on CSR by corporate in the year

2014-15, the Ministry of Corporate Affairs has recently

slashed the estimate to Rs 5000 crores (Arora, 2014).  The

initial estimates were as high as Rs 20,000 crores

(Pricewaterhousecoopers Private Limited, 2013) and more

moderate estimates were of the order of Rs 10,000 crores

(Arora, 2014). Whatever may be the amount in the initial

year, it is certainly going to increase with inclusion of many

more companies and with the prosperity of the Indian

economy improving.

This would then be “Creative Capitalism” in action and

the economic “trickle-down” which was so far more of a

“trap” would be realised to the betterment of the masses.

There would be inclusive growth in the real sense of the

term.  But for that to happen, then the companies need to

carry out CSR activities strategically, systematically and

thoughtfully.

Isdell, former CEO of Coca-Cola writes about “Connected

Capitalism” in which CSR is not just a pet project of CEO or

his spouse but company’s actual foot print on the society

and focuses on how it can reduce its negative impact and is
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in the best interest of all the stakeholders.  He cites the

example of trying to making Coca-Cola water sufficient

(Beasley, 2011).

Let us give Coca-Cola and the other corporates a long rope

and hope the days of equity and plenty are not too far.

End Notes

1. Though, in most of the literature, India is referred to

as the first country to mandate CSR, the honour must

rightly belong to Mauritius.  Mauritius was first to

mandate CSR.  As from 1 January 2012, every profitable

company (in Mauritius) is required annually to set

up a CSR Fund equivalent to 2% of its profits chargeable

to income tax, derived during the preceding

year (Pandey, 2013), (National Corporate Social

Responsibility Committee, 2012).  That way, India has a

“sweet” companion in respect to mandating CSR! (Sugar

cane is grown on 85% of arable land in Mauritius)

2. The Bhopal disaster is frequently cited as the world’s

worst industrial disaster. Bhopal Gas Tragedy, which

claimed the lives of over 3,000 people over the years

following the gas leak at the Union Carbide plant, has

been a landmark event in corporate responsibility

discussion in India and abroad.  On 3 December 1984,

Union Carbide subsidiary pesticide plant released 42

tonnes of toxic methyl isocyanate (MIC) gas, exposing

more than 500,000 people to toxic gases. The plant was

producing ‘Carbaryl’, an insecticide. But as Carbaryl did

not sell very well, the owners of the plant started to cut
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costs. This included employing fewer people, doing

maintenance less frequently and using parts that

were made of lower-grade steel (Barbara Dinham,

2002). Though these actions made perfect economic

sense, it lacked corporate responsibility as these actions

could, and eventually did, put the other stakeholders to

risk. Bhopal gas tragedy, in its wake, brought a lot of

disrepute to the company.

3. There are arguments that dakshina is not a fee but

something given with reverence (Thapar, 1978) but the

context of this paper does not call for discussion of the

finer aspects of dana and dakshina and as such need not

be elaborated here.

4. Surprisingly, and in contrast to the Companies Act 2013,

the Dharmashastras place an upper limit of ten per cent

of ones earnings as dana (Harshananda, 2008) and not a

lower limit! This clearly demonstrates that people

did not require coercion to giving but had to be

restrained from excessive giving.  With changing times

and deterioration of value systems, now companies

have to be mandated to spend at least 2% of their profit!

5. The essential elements of the state are population,

territory, sovereignty, and the government.  The state

is the organisation of which the government is the

administrative organ; and since organisation is greater

than the government, the state is greater and more

inclusive, A state has a constitution, a code of laws, a

way of setting up a government, which is  a body of

citizens (Eddy Asirvatham, 2013)
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6.  An “Instrumental Value” is a value which is not valued

for its one sake but for its ability to contribute to

another value.  More often than not, CSR is an

instrumental value as it serves to improve the

profitability! Theories which identify such motivations

to CSR are termed “Instrumental Theories” (Elisabet

Garriga, 2009) and the readers interested in Theories of

CSR may refer to the paper by Elisabet Garriga  and

Domenec Mele (2009) for details.

7. The author is thankful to Dr K R Srinivas Murthy

(KRSM), Former Director, Indian Institute of

Management, Bangalore (IIMB) who brought the

scintillating article by Sumantra Ghoshal, “Bad

Management Theories are Destroying Good

Management Practices” to author’s attention while the

framework for CSR course was being discussed.  “…to

provide a glimpse of the dynamics of how expectations

of the role and ethical behaviour of a firm/its

executives can change, I suggested contrasting a 2005

article/model by Sumantra Ghoshal with that of

the 1960s Friedman’s article/model.” (KRSM’s mail

dated 8th February 2014). Dr N R Parasuraman mentioned

about the book by Goshal – “Sumantra Ghoshal on

Management – A force for good”.  The reading of these

works made the author’s thinking on the subject that

much richer.  Thank you, sirs.

8. Malhotra, quoting Bhagwad Gita, writes, “The manner

in which a good and great man conducts himself,
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persuades, others to follow him.  Whatever example he

sets, become standards for others to follow” (Malhotra,

2010).  When we do not have worthy leaders, the option

would be to become one.  The original sloka (verse 21,

chapter 3) in Bhagwad Gita is: Yadyadacharati

shreshthaha tattatdevetaro janaha, Sa yat pramanam

kurute loka tat anuvartate

9. Milanovic concludes his analysis noting that “ …slow

growth of rural per capita incomes in populous

Asian countries (China, India and Bangladesh) compared

to income growth of several large and rich OECD

countries, plus fast growth in urban China compared to

rural China and rural India, were the main reasons why

world Gini increased” (Cornia, 2003). See End Note 10

for a note on Gini Index.

10. The Gini coefficient (also known as the Gini index or

Gini ratio) is a measure of the income distribution of a

nation’s residents, and is the most commonly used

measure of inequality.  This is measured by calculating

the area under Lorenz curve and multiplying by two.  A

Gini coefficient of zero expresses perfect equality

(for example, where everyone has the same income)

and a Gini coefficient of one (or 100%) expresses

maximal inequality among values (for example where

only one person has all the income or consumption, and

all others have none) (Paul A. Samuelson, 2005). So,

greater the Gini coefficient, grater the inequality. See

also End Note 9 above.
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Annexure 1: “India’s top companies are ranked 1-100

based on Net Sales for the Financial Year 2011- 2012

and their spending on CSR” (Amount in Rs crores)

Source: (Mitu Jayashankar, 2013, March 18)
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Annexure 2: “Format for the Annual Report on

CSR activities to be included in the Board’s Report”

1. A brief outline of the company’s CSR policy, including

overview of projects or programs proposed to be

undertaken and a reference to the web-link to the

CSR policy and projects or programs.

2. The composition of CSR Committee.

3. The average net profit of the company for last three

financial years.

4. Prescribed CSR expenditure (two per cent of the amount

as in item 3 above)

5. Details of CSR spent during the financial year.

a. Total amount to be spent for the financial year;

b. Amount unspent, if any;

c. Manner in which the amount spent during the

financial year is detailed below:

6 In case the company has failed to spend the two per

cent of the average net profit of the last three financial

years or any part thereof, the company shall provide

the reasons for not spending the amount in its Board

Report.

7 A responsibility statement of the CSR Committee

that the implementation and monitoring of CSR Policy

is in compliance with CSR objectives and policies f the

company.



2
2

6

Sd/- 

(Chief Executive Officer or 

Managing Director or Director 

Sd/- 

(Chairman CSR Committee) 

Sd/- 

(Person specified under 

clause (d) of sub-section (1) 

of Section 380 of the Act 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Sl. 

No. 

CSR project 

or activity 

identified 

Sector in 

which project 

is covered 

Projects or programs 

(1) Local area or 

other 

(2) Specify the state 

and district 

where projects 

or programs was 

undertaken 

Amount outlay 

(budget) Project 

or programs-wise 

Amounts spent on the 

programs or projects 

Subheads: 

(1) Direct expenditure 

on projects or 

program 

(2) Overhead 

Cumulative 

expenditure 

up to the 

reporting 

period 

Amount spent: 

Direct or 

through 

implementing 

agency* 

1        

2        

3        

 Total       

Source: The Gazette of India – Extraordinary, Part II-Section 3 – Sub-section (i)


